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The City of Mesa

 Mesa is:

 The 3rd largest City in Arizona (population: 468,000+)

 The 38th largest City in the United States

 132 Square Miles

 Full service Municipality settled in 1870’s and incorporated in 1917
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The City of Mesa

 Mesa is seeking an allocation of

“A”,“B” or “D” power

 Capacity and Energy

 Corresponding Transmission

Service on Western’s System

 Rogers’ Substation

 10 MW of allocation
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Proposed Use of Energy

 City of Mesa Energy Resources Electric Utility:
 In operation since 1917

 5.5 Square Mile Service Territory

 12,751 Residential Customers

 2,718 Commercial Customers

 86 MW Peak 8/2012
 Up from 83 MW in 2011

 Water and Wastewater

Treatment Facilities
 Brown Rd (CAP) (1.90 MW, 72 MGd)

 NWWRP (1.89 MW, 18 MGd)

 SEWRP (0.66 MW, 8 MGd)
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Proposed Use of Energy

 Current Supply Portfolio:

 Mixture of Federal (long-term, PD-P & CRSP) and mid-term
contractual resources

 No current Hoover power

 Various contracts are set to expire in the post-2017 timeframe

 Market purchases through WAPA’s RMS Group

 Take supplies at Rogers’ through Pinnacle Peak & West Wing

 Supplies from Hoover would reduce Mesa’s total cost of
power
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Supply Capacity (MW)

P-DP, CRSP 10.45, 4.31

Shell, Constellation 60

Market Purchases ~10



Proposed Use of Energy

 Hoover power will be used for:

 Electric Utility Supply Portfolio

 Electric Utility Customers include:

 Municipal, State & Federal customers (13.9%)

 Largest electrical customer is the City itself (13.7%)

 Municipal Water Pumping customers (1.3%)

 Street Lights and Traffic Signals (1.2%)

 Mesa Public Schools (3.9%)

 COM Operated Public Facilities in SRP Service Territory

 Brown Rd (CAP)

 NWWRP

 SEWRP

 Other City of Mesa Facilities (EMSC)
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Principles for Hoover Allocation
 Post-2017 BCP power should be allocated “in an equitable

manner so as to render the greatest public service” based on a
written, fair, transparent and detailed process

 All applicants should only be eligible to receive one allocation
of power amongst all of the available, distinct allocations

 Contracts awarded pursuant to the post-2017 allocation
should be for a term of 30 years

 An allocation of Hoover to only those applicants with prior
receipt of BCP power does not comply with the statutory
requirement that this resource be equitably allocated to
render the greatest public service.

 The reallocation of Hoover power should not result in some
recipients meeting nearly all of their peak resource
requirements (MW) with federal hydro supplies to the
exclusion of other applicants.
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Principles for Hoover Allocation

 Mesa supports the following selection and evaluation
criteria in the post-2017 allocation process:
 Applicants should demonstrate an existing and imminent

supply need that is large enough to require an allocation of the
magnitude that the applicant applies for

 Applicants should provide data regarding the composition of
their customers’ end-use

 Applicants should provide evidence that a post-2017 Hoover
allocation will reduce their end-use customers’ costs of power
supplies

 These criteria should then be weighed to ensure that
Arizona’s receipt of Hoover is allocated in “an equitable
manner so as to render the greatest public service”
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Thank you
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